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FOREWORD 
V , 
The Lockheed Missiles & Space Company (LMSC), as prime contractor, and AiResearch 
Manufacturing Company, as subcontractor, are submitting this final report, in partial 
completion of the requirembnts of Contract NAS 3-7942, Liquid Propellant Thermal 
Conditioning System, dated 26 January 1966. The total scope of work, data, results, 
and conclusions covering this program, to date, are  presented in two volumes: 
"Interim Report, Liquid Propellant Thermal Conditioning System, " NASA CR-72 113, 
dated 20 April 1967, and this final report. This work is being conducted for the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration through the NASA Lewis Research 
Center, Cleveland, Ohio. 
The success of this program is in large measure attributable to the efforts of 
M r .  6. T. Smith, NASA LeRC Project Manager, and Mr.  D. L. Nored, Branch 
Chief, NASA LeRC. Their timely and stimulating consultations, technical seminars, 
and guidance were extremely valuable to the conduct of the program. 
Appreciation is also expressed to Mr. K. L. Abdalla and his associates for providing 
experimental and motion-picture data on the NASA-LeRC drop-tower tests and on the 
Aerobee rocket flight experiments. These data provided considerable insight into the 
behavior of fluids, including boiling hydrogen, in a zero-gravity environment. 
On the AiResearch team, the efforts of Messrs. J. G.  Kimball, J. M. Ruder, and 
T. C. Coull were invaluable in making available to this program the full scope of 
technical, engineering, production, and administrative capabilities of the AiResearch 
Manufacturing Company. 
Much of the associated cryogenic space propulsion vehicle systems hardware and 
unique large space vehicle flight simulator facilities needed on this program were 
developed by Lockheed prior to or  concurrent with this program. This hardware 
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included a full-scale Mars orbit-injection stage propellant tank capable of nonvented 
storage of liquid hydrogen for the 220-day space flight mission of prime interest on 
this program. On the Lockheed team, acknowledgment is given the efforts of Mr. 
B. R. Bullard for his technical and managerial contributions as assistant program 
manager and of Messrs. D. R. Stevenson and J. H. Young for their expertise in large- 
scale liquid hydrogen vehicle system testing. 
Lockheed is pleased to have conducted this program for the NASA Lewis Research 
Center. A complete description of the liquid propellant thermal conditioning system, 
its function, operation, and performance is presented ‘in this report. 
iv 
William H. Sterbentz 
Program Manager 
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The storability of liquid hydrogen for long-duration space missions has been demon- 
strated in a full-scale Mars orbit-injection space vehicle tankage system by Lockheed 
in its large space flight simulator. So effective was the thermal protection system 
that nonvented storage of liquid hydrogen is now a practical consideration for Earth- 
orbital and planetary injection missions. Even so ,  in all propellant tankage systems 
a pressure-relief system is mandatory from safety and system operational con- 
siderations. 
Tank venting may be desired for reduction of tank pressure after an engine firing so 
that repeated pressurization may be accomplished for successive engine firings with- 
out excessively increasing tank pressure. In this way lower tank operating pres- 
sures and tank weights may be obtained and still provide the required net positive 
suction pressure to the engine, 
Normally, a gas-vent relief valve might be considered fo r  venting the hydrogen tank. 
In space flight, however, long periods of near-zero-gravity coast of the spacecraft 
occur. Space flight experience has shown that in zero gravity the location and move- 
ment of the liquid propellant in the tank are uncertain. Thus, under such conditions, 
pressure relief of the tank through an ordinary gas vent relief valve is unreliable 
and at best very inefficient because of the likely ingestion of large amounts of liquid 
hydrogen that would be vented directly overboard. Prolonged venting of propellant 
in such a manner could cause mission failure because of dissipation of propellant 
and consumption of attitude-control propellants to correct for large variations and 
unbalances in  vehicle motions induced by the vent system. 
Provision on the vehicle of propellant settling rockets to allow for positive location 
of the ullage bubble at the ordinary gas vent valve to eliminate liquid propellant venting 
1 
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is a possible solution. However, such a system can be very heavy and limited in 
its utility. For a spacecraft such as the Earth-Mars Kickstage Mission (2) vehicle 
shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1, a minimum of 55 separate vent cycles would be required 
to maintain the hydrogen tank at 17 psia f 1/2 psi for the 220 days duration of the flight. 
Firing of appropriate propellant settling rockets for each of the 55 vent cycles would 
require a settling rocket system weighing about 560 lb. Obviously, such a system 
weight is exorbitant. - 1  
A light-weight pressure-relief vent system concept has been defined that will avoid 
these difficulties. This concept, referred to as a liquid propellant thermal condi- 
tioning system, maintains tank pressure control through extraction of either liquid 
or  gaseous hydrogen and through utilization of the heat-transport properties of this 
extracted fluid. By passing this extracted fluid through a high-pressure-drop valve, 
the resulting refrigerated vapor, when passed through a heat exchanger, can be used 
to efficiently absorb heat from the bulk propellant and ullage in the propellant tank. 
This chilling of the tank fluid contents causes condensation of some of the ullage 
gases with a concomitant drop in tank pressure. Upon passing through the heat 
exchanger the refrigerated vapor is converted into a saturated or  superheated gas 
and is vented from the propellant tank. 
The full scope of this program to date to successfully develop and demonstrate such a 
pressure-relief system is presented in  two reports. The first report (Ref. l ) ,  pub- 
lished 20 April 1967, is entitled '' Interim Report, Liquid Propellant Thermal Condi- 
tioning System, 
program developed since the interim report. 
NASA CR-72113. This second report presents the results of the 
Three missions and vehicles were chosen a s  being representative of a realistic 
application of cryogenic propellants to a space mission. Figure 1 shows the three 
spacecraft chosen. They are  a cryogenic propulsion module as a service module 
of a Saturn V Apollo vehicle, an Earth-Mars kickstage spacecraft, and a manned 
Mars  vehicle utilizing nuclear propulsion. Table 1 presents pertinent data for 
each mission and spacecraft. 
2 
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Mission (1) - Earth- Lunar Logistics Mission 
Mission (2) - Earth-Mars Kickstage Mission 
Mission (3) - Earth-Mars Manned Mission 
Fig. 1 Reference Mission Vehicles 
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Table 1 
REPRESENTATIVE APPLICATION O F  CRYOGENIC PROPELLANTS TO A 
SPACE MISSION - MISSION AND SPACECRAFT DATA 
Mission 1: Earth/Lunar Logistics Mission 
LH2 Tank 
Dimensions: Diam. = 167 in. (spherical) 
Pressurant: Helium for pressurization, hydrogen gas for expulsion 
Pressure: 28 psia 
Nominal Working Bulk Liquid Temperature for Engine Use: 37.7"R (corresponding to 17 psia) 
Expulsion Profile: 
Firing Number Weight (lb) Firing Time (sec) Time (hr after launch) 
1 274 47 13.5 
2 64 11 19.5 
3 3,284 565 76.5 
4 156 27 82.5 
5 1,039 179 124.5 
6 56 10 133.5 
Heat Leak: Maximum = 188 Btu/hr, Minimum = 97 Btu/hr, Average = 160 Btu/hr 
Mission 2: Earth/Mars Kickstage Mission 
LH2 Tank 
Dimensiona: (Oblate-Spheroid) Semi-Major Axis: 52 in. 
Pressurant: Helium for pressurization, hydrogen gas for expulsion 
Duration: 220 days 
Nominal Working Pressure: 28 psia 
Bulk Liquid Temperature for Engine Use: 37.7" R (corresponding to 17 psia) 
Expulsion Profile : 
Semi-Minor Axis: 42.9 in. 
Firing Number Weight (lbl Firing Time (sec) Time (days after launch) 
1 80 80 10 
2 40 40 180 
3 Remainder Remainder 33.8 lb/sec 220 
Heat leak: Maximum = 17.2 Btu/hr, Minimum = 5.8 Btu/hr, Average = 11.5 Btu/hr 
Mission 3: Earth/Mars Manned Mission 
LH2 Tank 
Dimensions: (Cylindrical-Hemipsherical Heads) Diam. = 30 ft, total length = 60 ft 
Pressurant: Helium for pressurization, hydrogen gas for expulsion 
Duration: 220 days 
Nominal Working Pressure: 28 psia 
Bulk Liquid Temperature for Engine Use: 37.7"R (corresponding to 17 psia) 
Expulsion Profile: 
Firing Number Percent Total Propellant Used Date After Launch 
1 5 10 days 
2 5 180 days 
3 Remainder 220 days 
Heat Leak: Maximum = 40 Btu/hr, Minimum = 12 Btu/hr, Average = 22 Btu/hr 
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This development program, initiated in January 1966, was divided into five individual 
tasks : 
Task I 
Task I1 
Task 111 
Task N 
- System Design Concepts and Analysis 
- Optimization of System Designs 
- Mixing Requirements Evaluation and Test of the Mixer Unit 
- Design, Fabrication, and Test of the Thermal Conditioning 
unit 
Task V - Evaluation of System Fabrication and Test Data 
The results of Tasks I, 11, and 111 were fully presented in Ref. 1. Reported herein 
a re  all the results and data generated in Tasks IV and V. Furthermore, this report 
relates and interprets the the experimental data obtained in all the Tasks with the 
analytical and theoretical data as developed and presented in Ref. 1. 
The broad objective of the program was  to provide an evaluation of both the theo- 
retical and experimental effectiveness of liquid propellant thermal conditioning 
systems for tank pressure control in terms of the main system variables: 
(1) Propellant pressure level in the tank during-venting 
(2) Expansion process outlet pressure 
(3) Bulk propellant heating rates 
Specific objectives of the program which served to accomplish the foregoing broad 
objective were  as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Identify and arrive at conceptual liquid propellant thermal conditioning 
system designs. 
Perform a detailed analysis of the physical processes occurring within 
each component of each conceptual design. 
Develop experimental and theoretical criteria for propellant circulation 
requirements in zero, low, and high gravity environments. 
Develop a system and component design method utilizing the foregoing 
criteria. 
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5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Utilize this design method to provide a definition of the optimum thermal 
conditioning system for each of the reference missions (Fig. 1 and Table 1). 
Design and fabricate the optimum system in full scale for the Mission (2) 
vehicle . 
Test this optimum system under simulated space flight conditions and 
demonstrate automatic operation of the system. 
Evaluate the test data and correlate the one-g to zero-g conditions. 
Identify and specify any desirable changes in the design of the system 
and its performance. 
In Task I the specific objectives of (1) arriving at  conceptual designs for a liquid 
propellant thermal conditioning system, and (2) performing an analysis of the pro- 
cesses occurring within each component of each conceptual design was accomplished. 
Many different conceptual designs were screened and the system finally selected is 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. This system, as designed in Task I1 for the selected 
Mission (2), is depicted in Fig. 3. It is shown mounted in the preferred position on 
the inside surface of the tank access-hole cover, 
i 
The selected system consisted of the following basic components (as shown in Figs. 2 
and 3): 
(1) Fluid-removal unit (fluid filter) 
(2) Expansion unit (pressure-drop valve) 
(3) Heat-exchanger unit (compact counter-flow heat exchanger) 
(4) Flow-control unit (solenoid shutoff valve) 
(5) Mixer unit (electric motor-driven axial fan) 
(6) Pressure switch 
Proper control of the tank pressure by means of the thermal conditioning unit requires 
that the propellant cooled within the unit be circulated to all zones within the tank. 
This requirement arises because of the low thermal conductivity of liquid hydrogen. 
6 
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Thus, maintenance of bulk liquid pressure and temperature conditions requires more 
than only local heat removal within the heat exchanger. In addition, proper circulation 
of liquid hydrogen within the tank must be induced and maintained under zero-gravity 
conditions. This circulation must be sufficient to ameleorate conditions to either 
prevent formation of, o r  to readily remove and collapse vapor bubbles o r  pockets at 
local areas of high heat input. 
VENT GAS 
NOZZLES 
LH2 OR Gb OR He 
SAT VAPOR 
ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
w- 
$ - 
Y 
f n ec 
ENTHALPY lBTU/LEI' 
(a) Fluid Removal Unit Im- (b) Fluid Removal Unit Immersed 
mersed in Liquid Hydrogen in Gaseous Hydrogen 
Fig. 2 Selected Liquid Propellant Thermal Conditioning System Schematic 
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Fig. 3 Selected Thermal Conditioning System 
New criteria, both theoretical and experimental, were established to provide the 
needed design data. Three significant new theoretical developments were formu- 
lated to provide the necessary theoretical relationships, scaling laws, and non- 
dimensional parameters for this program. These theories defined the physical 
relationships for determining the local mixer induced liquid velocities required 
to remove vapor bubbles attached to the tank walls in zero gravity; for determining 
the mixer jet velocities needed to totally penetrate intervening liquid or  gas pockets 
in zero gravity; and for determining the local forced convection conditions needed to 
condense o r  collapse vapor pockets in zero gravity. 
8 
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No experiments to check the validity relating to vapor bubble detachment or  to vapor 
bubble condensation have been conducted. 
both Lockheed and the NASA-LeRC verifying the jet penetration theory in zero-gravity. 
A t  Lockheed a n  extensive series of simulated zero-gravity mixer tests with water-air 
and with alcohol-air mixtures were conducted in a test apparatus consisting of two 
plates of plexiglass 1/8-in. apart (Fig. 4). The flow patterns with these fluids in 
cross sections (1/8-in. thick slices) of two circular tanks 1 f t  and 2 f t  in diameter 
were investigated. When the apparatus is mounted perfectly horizontal (Fig, 4), the 
gravity effects on the simulated mixer jet fluid motions a re  almost negligible. Only 
inertial, surface tension, and viscous forces a re  dominant. Figure 5 shows a series 
of these simulated zero-gravity mixer flow photographs that provided experimental 
verification of the new theoretical zero-gravity mixer flow design criteria. Ad- 
ditional experimental verification of the theory was obtained at  NASA-LeRC in mixer 
Experiments were conducted, however, at 
jet experiments in 10, and 20-centimeter diameter tanks conducted in a large drop 
tower facility. Some selected photographs illustrating the flow patterns obtained in 
actual zero-gravity are  shown in Fig. 6 .  Both wall jets and axial o r  central jet tests 
were conducted with the apparatus shown in Fig. 7. 
Fig. 4 Two-Dimensional Flow Test Apparatus 
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Below Critical Circulation - Central 
jet will not penetrate intervening 
fluids and gas bubbles o r  pockets to 
the opposite tank wall (large stagnant 
regions in  the tank). 
Critical Circulation - Central jet will  
just penetrate all intervening fluid and 
bubbles to the opposite tank wall  (some 
circulation throughout the tank). 
Above Critical Circulation - Central jet readily 
penetrates all intervening fluids and bubbles to 
the opposite tank wall (vigorous mixing in all 
regions of the tank). 
Fig. 5 Experimental Liquid-Ullage Patterns With an Axial Jet  in a Propellant Tank 
in 2-D Simulated Zero Gravity 
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Below Critical Circulation with a Wall- 
Bound Jet  - Wall jet will not penetrate 
intervening fluids and gas pockets 
attached to the tank wall (large stag- 
nant regions in the tank). 
Above Critical Circulation with a Wall- 
Bound Jet  - Wall jet readily penetrates 
all intervening bubbles and fluids attached 
to the tank walls (vigorous mixing through- 
out the tank). 
Above Critical Circulation with a Cen- 
tral Jet  and Standpipes - Central jet 
readily penetrates all intervening fluids 
and bubbles along the central standpipe 
to the opposite tank wall (vigorous mix- 
ing throughout the tank). 
Above Critical Circulation with a Central 
Jet - Central jet readily penetrates all 
intervening fluids and bubbles to the oppo- 
site tank wall (vigorous mixing throughout 
the tank). 
Fig. 6 Circulation Patterns in Zero Gravity as Determined From Drop-Tower 
Tests With Ethanol (Tank Diameter = 10 cm) 
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Fig. 7 10-Centimeter-Diameter Experiment Tank 
Usivg these theoretical and experimental data a central jet mixer was designed for 
the thermal conditioning system which provided a jet size and velocity ten times 
greater than needed in zero gravity to obtain vigorous mixing and total jet pene- 
tration to the opposite wall of the Mission (2) vehicle tank. 
vided the required forced convection flow through the warm side of the heat exchanger 
unit. 
This mixer also pro- 
Following approval of this selected thermal conditioning system the unit was fabri- 
cated. Figure 8 shows this unit as mounted to the inside surface of the access-hole 
cover of Lockheed's 110-in. diameter liquid hydrogen tank (Fig. 9). This tankage 
system was a full-scale version of a flight-type system as  would be employed on the 
selected M a r s  orbiter Mission ( 2 ) .  This thermal conditioning system was  tested in 
the 110-in. diameter tank within the cryogenic space vehicle flight simulator facility 
(Fig. 10). This facility is 16 f t  in diameter by 23 f t  high; it has the capability of 
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Fig. 9 110-in. -Diameter Liquid Hydrogen Tank 
Fig. 10 Cryogenic Flight Simulator Facility 
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duplicating a launch-vehicle ascent pressure-drop rate down to 0.5 psia and of 
achieving 10 
within 6 hr. Ascent and space thermal heat flux is programmable by means of 
liquid nitrogen cold walls and heat lamps to simulate vehicle orientation effects. 
The thermal conditioning unit was tested both at the top o r  side of the tank to deter- 
mine orientation effects relative to the one-g gravitational forces. ,Figure 11 shows 
the unit mounted on the side of the 110-in. -diameter tank. This complete series 
of extensive testing of the unit and the liquid hydrogen tankage system covered more 
than 120 hr,  with one series covering 90 h r  of continuous operation of alternate 
venting and nonventing. 
-4 Torr  vacuum within 1-1/2 h r  and Torr steady-state vacuum 
This thermal conditioning system development program demonstrated that a light- 
weight unit (15 lb) automatically and efficiently controls the pressure of a full-scale, 
flight-type, liquid hydrogen tank-whether the unit is submerged entirely in the liquid 
hydrogen, only partially submerged, o r  entirely exposed to only the ullage gases. 
Little o r  no significant differences in system operations were noted for the unit in 
either the tank top- o r  side-mounted locations. 
In summary, consistent, highly effective operation of the unit was obtained regardless 
of its orientation, location, o r  degree of submergence within the liquid hydrogen 
tank. Furthermore the unit was designed for such operation in zero-gravity flight 
based upon the latest zero-gravity technology. It is expected, therefore, that this 
system will  perform equally successfully in zero-gravity space flight. However, 
positive confirmation of such a conclusion can only come from an actual space flight 
demonstration of the unit in a liquid hydrogen tankage system. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SYSTEM DEFINITION AND PERFORMANCE 
The basic function of the liquid propellant thermal conditioning system is to maintain 
pressure control of the liquid hydrogen tank during zero- and low-gravity coast periods 
in space flight when location of the gas ullage region is somewhat uncertain. Control 
of the tank pressure is accomplished through the combined use of the six basic units 
listed below and shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 also shows the basic thermodynamic pro- 
cess as applied to the vent fluid. 
0 Fluid-removal unit 
0 Expansion unit 
0 Heat-exchanger unit 
0 Mixerunit 
0 Flow-control unit 
0 Pressure switch 
The fluid-removal unit provides gaseous o r  liquid hydrogen [State (1) , on Fig. 21 to 
the expansion unit and heat exchanger so that the total enthalpy change is adequate to 
remove heat deposited in the propellant from heat leaks through insulation, plumbing, 
and tank support structure. This unit is simply a fluid filter intake. 
The expansion unit lowers the pressure and temperature of the incoming fluid [State (2), 
Fig. 21 . When flowing liquid hydrogen, this temperature drop provides the necessary 
thermal driving potential for operation of the heat exchanger. When flowing gaseous 
hydrogen and/or helium pressurant gas, tank pressure control is accomplished by 
direct venting of hydrogen boiloff and pressurant gas. This unit is basically a high 
pressure -drop pressure regulator. 
17 
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The heat exchanger is the unit where heat is transferred from the propellant in the tank 
to the refrigerated vent vapor coming from the expansion unit. In the process, the pro- 
pellant in the tank is cooled and the refrigerated vent vapor is converted to a saturated 
or  superheated vapor, which is then discharged from the propellant tank [State (31, 
Fig. 21. A compact, counterflow heat exchanger was selected for this unit. 
The mixer unit serves two functions that are particularly important in a zero-gravity 
environment. It induces flow of the tank propellant through the warm side of the heat 
exchanger; thus providing cooling of this fluid by forced convection rather than by pure 
conduction. This results in a relatively compact, lightweight heat exchanger and also 
provides more uniform energy extraction and faster pressure response. 
However, a reduction in tank pressure is not achieved by cooling the bulk liquid unless 
the subcooled liquid can be used to induce vapor condensation. An analysis is pre- 
sented in Ref. 1, which shows that the condensation rate is related to the circulation 
velocity of the subcooled liquid at the liquid-vapor interface. The mixer unit creates 
velocity gradients throughout the propellant tank which provide the mechanism for the 
vapor condensation and the associated positive pressure control. On the basis of the 
analysis conducted in Tasks I, 11, and 111, and reported in Ref. 1, a dc electric brush- 
less motor-driven axial fan was  recommended for flight application. 
The flow-control unit provides the system vent-flow shutoff function, as well as a fixed- 
orifice flow area. Because only gaseous hydrogen and/or helium will be present down- 
stream on the heat exchanger cold side, a relatively constant vent flow rate will be 
attained during periods of tank venting. This unit is a carefully sized solenoid-operated 
valve. 
The pressure switch mounted outside the tank senses tank pressure. The aneroid within 
the pressure switch contracts as the tank pressure increases; an actuator then moves, 
causing the electrical switch element to close; and the solenoid of the flow control unit 
and the electric motor of the mixer units are activated at a preset pressure level. In a 
similar manner, these units are deactivated at a preset lower pressure level reached 
after tank venting. 
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The performance and weight of each of the components is effected in different ways by 
the design flow rate, and it is imperative that they be properly matched to give the 
lightest total system weight consistent with positive pressure control. The minimum 
possible vent rates correspond to continuous venting with constant tank pressure. These 
minimum rates are determined by the external heating rates and the vent pressure, 
Increasing the vent rates decreases the vent frequency and requires higher fan powers. 
However, it also provides higher warm-side heat transfer coefficients through the heat 
exchanger, and results in smaller heat exchangers. h addition, the operating time 
decreases and the fan-unit efficiencies increase, thus indicating the possibility that an 
optimum vent flow rate exists for any given vehicle and mission. 
The total effective system weight includes the hardware weights, the propellant boiloff 
resulting from the energy supplied to the mixer unit, and the increased weight of the 
power supply needed to furnish power to the mixer. 
rate on the contributing weight elements as well as the total system weight for Mission (2) 
220-day duration. Also shown are the optimum design points for the Missions (1) and (3) 
vehicles, which occur for a design vent rate of 1 . 4  lb/hr. It can be seen that the opti- 
mum vent rate for Mission (2) is actually 1 . 1  l b h r ,  but the selected design point of 
1 .4  lb/hr makes the same thermal conditioning system applicable to all three missions 
with an insignificant increase in weight of the Mission (2) vehicle. 
Figure 12 shows the effect of vent 
The minimum vent rate considered for Mission (2) is 0 . 1 3  lb/hr for which the electrical 
heat input weights are much larger than the fixed hardware weights because of very low 
fan and motor efficiences for a mixer and heat exchanger matched at the flow rate. 
A s  the design vent rate is increased, the flow and motor efficiences also increase, and 
the net result is a decrease in the total heat input penalty. This heat input penalty 
decreases faster than the hardware weight increases until the optimum design point is 
reached. For flow rates higher than the optimum, the hardware weight increase is 
greater than the electrical heat input penalty decrease. 
It should be noted that Fig, 12  is a loci of design points for matched components for 
which the energy transfer rates in the heat exchanger and at the liquidhapor interface 
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Fig. 12 Optimum Thermal Conditioning System Vent Flow Rate for Mission (2) 
(Fuel Cell Power Supply) 
are equal (i. e. , no subcooling). Therefore, increasing the size of the heat exchanger 
without increasing the size of the mixer, or  vice-versa, would not necessarily increase 
the pressure response. However, for the flow-matched systems, the higher the vent 
rate, the faster will be the pressure response, although this faster response is achieved 
at the expense of increased weight. 
Figure 8 shows the assemblage of these components into the thermal conditioning unit 
shown conceptually in Fig. 3. Each of the basic components is identified for easy 
recognition. The thermal conditioning system is shown mounted to the inside surface 
of the tank access-hole cover. When the cover is installed, the mixer discharge is 
pointed downward into the tank. This mounting position is the recommended location, 
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primarily from considerations of ease of installation, accessibility, and checkout. 
Other locations within the tank, such as tank bottom or  tank side, are equally effective 
with the top-mounted position from considerations of tank pressure control. This will 
be subsequently shown in comparison of the top- and side-mounted data in the test pro- 
gram section of this report. 
The thermal conditioning unit was fabricated for extensive testing in liquid hydrogen. 
Figures 8, 13, and 14 show the fabricated unit. The caps shown in Figs. 13 and 14 
a re  removed when the system is installed for operation in the liquid hydrogen tank. 
Such caps covering instrumentation ports, fluid removal unit intake, mixer unit dis- 
charge, and the like a re  used to protect the system from accidental entry of dirt or  
contamination by foreign substances. All of these assembled components, except the 
pressure switch, are mounted to an aluminum plate. The pressure switch is mounted 
external to the tank and, therefore, operates at temperatures of 400 &200"R. The 
principal material of construction of all components, except the base plate, is stainless 
steel. 
Table 2 shows the system design operating conditions. This thermal conditioning sys- 
tem is designed to function properly and to control tank pressure under each of the 
environments that could be expected in the liquid hydrogen tank of the selection Mission (2) 
vehicle (Fig. 1) for which it was designed. 
Each of the components of the thermal conditioning system were  tested individually prior 
to assembly into the complete system. These included leakage and liquid nitrogen ther- 
mal shock tests on each component; flow tests on the heat exchanger, mixer, and flow 
control units; and pressure regulation tests on the pressure switch and expansion unit. 
Hydrogen was not employed in any of these component tests; such testing was conducted 
only on the assembled system. Each component, its design specifications and test 
results, are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Fluid Removal and bpansion Units 
Design of the selected expansion unit incorporates features necessary to produce a 
minimum-weight unit of high reliability. A sectional view of the valve is shown in 
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Fig. 13 Assembled Liquid Propellant Thermal Conditioning System Components 
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Temperature Pressure Velocity Flow Rate Quality 
Station ('R) (psia) (ft/sec) (Ib/hr) (lb vaporhbfluid) 'HZ 
Cold-Side Fluid - LH2, Warm-Side Fluid - LH2 
1 37.4 17 0 1.4 0 X 
2 29.6 4 0.037 1.4 0.08 
3 29.6 4 0.5 1.4 1.00 
4 29.6 < 2  88.0 1.4 1.0 
5 37.4 17 2.7 1320 0 X 
6 37.4 17 5.0 1320 0 X 
Table 2 
Two-Phase 
Hydrogen GH2 GHe 
X 
X 
X 
I 
SYSTEM DESIGN OPERATING CONDITIONS 
@ f HELIUM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
MOTOR AND FAN \ c k  
37.4 17 0 1.4 0 X 
29.6 4 0.037 1.4 0.08 X 
29.6 4 0.50 1.4 1.0 X 
29.6 < 2  88.0 1.4 1.0 X 
37.4 17 2.7 57.4 1.0 
34.1 17 5.0 57.4 1.0 
SOLENOID SHUTOFF 
LlOUlD 
HYDRDGEN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
PRESSURE 
REGULATOR 
37.4 17 0 1.3 1.0 X 
37.0 4 0.56 1.3 1.0 X 
37.0 4 0.56 1.3 1.0 X 
37.0 < 2 105.0 1.3 1.0 X 
37.4 17 2.7 28.5 1.0 X 
37.4 17 5.0 28.5 1.0 X 
-\ HEAT EXCHANGER Q 2 L i U M  
1 37.4 17 0 1.4 0 X 
2 29.6 4 0.037 1.4 0.08 
3 29.6 4 0.5 1.4 1.0 
4 29.6 < 2  88 1.4 1.0 
5 37.4 17 2.7 28.5 1.0 
6 37.4 17 5.0 28.5 0.95 
i 
Cold-Side Fluid - LH2, Warm-Side Fluid - GHe 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
~ X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
.  
37.4 17 0 1.3 1.0 X 
37.0 4 0.56 1.3 1.0 X 
37.0 4 0.56 1.3 1.0 X 
37.0 < 2 105.0 1.3 1.0 X 
37.4 17 2.7 57.4 1.0 X 
37.4 17 5.0 57.4 1.0 X 
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Fig. 15. The unit is a normally closed, downstream absolute pressure regulating 
valve. 
an evacuated bellows sensing element. The internally evacuated bellows is ext 
exposed to the regulated downstream pressure. This element is initially posit 
the calibration spring to be in a slightly contracted position when downstream pressure 
is above 4 psia; thus, the spring force and the pressure force acting on the bellows 
keeps the poppet seated. As  the regulated pressure drops below 4 psia, the bellows 
expands, causing the metering valve to modulate open and maintain the desired pres- 
sure at the heat-exchanger inlet. The unit is sized to operate with inlet pressures 
from 17 to 28 psia with an outlet pressure of 4 .0  to f 0.4 psia. The required sensitivity 
and minimum hysteresis are obtained in this configuration by designing for the least 
possible number of friction points and by maintaining high actuation-to-friction-force 
ratios. Also, the valve seat can be machined as an integral part of the outlet body, thus 
eliminating an insert arrangement requiring static sealing. 
5 Liquid hydrogen, under tank pressure, enters the valve body and acts against 
The design shown in Fig. 15 is based on all stainless steel construction for the follow- 
ing considerations : 
0 An aluminum housing would result in a potential leak path introduced by the 
necessity of incorporating a hard-seat insert. 
The reliability of stainless steel bellows capsules is substantially greater than 
aluminum capsules because of the greater uniformity of the material and the 
more advanced manufacturing techniques associated with welding stainless 
steel bellows elements. 
0 The use of more than one material could introduce potential problems associ- 
ated with differential thermal expansion and galvanic corrosion. 
An expansion valve discharge pressure of 4 psia was selected for the following reasons: 
It is  sufficiently above the hydrogen triple point (1 psia) to prevent solid hydrogen from 
forming in the heat exchanger core or  within the valve itself, which could result in 
jamming. It also provides sufficient pressure for actuation of the expansion valve by the 
bellows and allows a choked orifice for the flow control unit to be placed downstream 
from the heat exchanger. 
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I 
The pressure regulator contains a large, integral 25-micron filter or fluid removal 
unit to protect the poppet and seat from particulate contamination. Figure 16 shows the 
expected thermodynamic performance of the expansion unit as a function of tank pres- 
I I 
sure. The regulated downstream pressure is assumed to be constant at 4 psia. 
/ 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
FLUID PRESSURE AT EXPANSION UNIT INLET (PSIA) 
Fig. 16 Influence of Tank Pressure on Expansion Unit Temperature Drop 
Figure 15 also shows a photograph of the fabricated expansion unit, which weighs 1 lb. 
Table 3 lists the specifications of the unit. 
This valve is capable of checkout at room temperature. 
leakage tests were conducted at 70" F and - 320" F. The unit met all performance 
requirements except for internal leakage. At ambient temperature, the leakage rate 
Flow, pressure control, and 
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Table 3 
InIet Temperature Inlet Pressure 
(" F) ( P s i 4  
K- 07 -6 8- 2 
Controlled Pressure 
( P W  
EXPANSION UNIT DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
70 
- 320 
- 320 
Fluid 
Operating Pressure 
Proof Pressure 
Burst Pressure 
Temperature 
Flow Rate 
28 3.89 
17 3.88 
28 4.01 
Leakage 
Weight 
Liquid or gaseous hydrogen 
17-28 psia (inlet); 4.0 -+O. 4 psia (regulated) 
50 psia 
70 psia 
37.4" (inlet); 37 to 530" R (ambient) 
0-2 lb/hr of gaseous hydrogen with an inlet press- 
sure of 17 psia and an inlet temperature of 37.4" R 
9 1  cc/hr of GH2 with saturated gaseous hydrogen 
at 17 psia and downstream pressure of 6 psia 
1 lb 
was 8.4 cc/hr and at - 320" F, 800 cc/hr.  However, leakage past the expansion unit 
does not result in propellant loss providing the flow control unit which is located down- 
stream is within leakage specifications. The important consideration with respect to 
expansion unit leakage is that it be sufficiently small to maintain low valve seat pres- 
sures and pressure regulation within desired tolerances. The pressure-control band 
width, with varying inlet pressure and temperature was very tight, as shown in Table 4. 
Therefore, the measured leakage was considered to be acceptable, since it did not alter 
the important function of this unit. 
Table 4 
EXPANSION UNIT PRESSURE CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 
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Heat Exchanger Unit 
The heat exchanger must be capable of transferring to the vented propellant the heat 
conducted into the propellant tank from the exterior through insulation, plumbing, and 
support structure, as well as any heat put into the tank to drive the rotating parts of the 
system. The refrigeration produced by the expansion unit provides the temperature 
difference for heat transfer. The necessary heat transfer may be accomplished with a 
compact heat exchanger. 
The flow phenomena in boiling and condensing hydrogen within a compact heat exchanger 
are usually envisioned as annular flow at low fluid quality and mist flow at high fluid 
quality. For annular flow, a layer of liquid hydrogen is attached to the walls of the flow 
passages, and high heat-transfer coefficients a re  obtained. For mist flow, the liquid 
phase exists as small droplets in the central region of the flow passage. The heat- 
transfer coefficients in the annular flow regime were developed using Chen's correla- 
tion. Hendrick's correlation was used in the mist flow regime. Both correlations, as 
well as the Martinelli correlation for pressure drop, have been computerized. With the 
aid of these programs, an iterative design approach was used to arrive at a final design, 
representing an optimum tradeoff between heat exchanger weight and mixer unit pump- 
ing power. In this design the transition from annular to mist flow was assumed to 
occur at 50-percent quality. The location of the transition point is conservative based 
on experience and tests of various investigators. For example, a design and success- 
ful test of a remote-storage evaporative oil-cooling system for aircraft assuming an 
80-percent transition point has been demonstrated (Ref. 3).  
A counterflow plate-fin heat exchanger design was chosen. The general configuration 
of the heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 17. This configuration has better flow distribu- 
tion than a crossflow heat exchanger. The unit is made of stainless steel using 20 rec- 
tangular fins per inch. The fins are  offset and are 0.004 in. thick. The hot-side fins 
a re  0.075 in. high with an uninterrupted length of 0.15 in. The cold-side fins a re  
0.050 in. high with an uninterrupted length of 0.10 in. It has a 3- by 3-in. core frontal 
area and a length of 7 in. 
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HOT FLUID 
INLET 
Fig. 17 General Configuration of the Selected Counterflow Heat Exhanger 
The design point of the heat exchanger is that with helium gas on the hot side and with 
liquid hydrogen entering the expansion valve. This condition requires the largest heat- 
transfer rate with the lowest overall heat-transfer coefficient. The predicted per- 
formance of the system for these conditions was given in Table 2. The amount of heat 
removed, i. e. , enthalpy change of the vented fluid, is 176 Btu/lb. The predicted tem- 
perature profile in the heat exchanger and the heat transfer coefficients a re  shown in 
Fig. 18. The sharp change in the temperature profile is due to the change in the mode 
of the flow from annular to mist. The area required for heat transfer is much larger 
in the mist regime because of the low mass flux on the cold side of the heat exchanger. 
The design assumes no superheat in  the exchanger on the cold side and has helium flow 
on the warm side. An additional 21 Btu/lb (maximum) of heat removal is possible 
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if the cold fluid is heated to tank bulk fluid temperature. The present design should 
provide some superheat even with helium as the hot-side fluid, since the design is con- 
servative. For all other conditions of hot- and cold-side flow, some superheat should 
be obtained. 
Figure 19 shows a photograph of the fabricated heat exchanger unit, which weighs about 
7 . 2  lb. Table 5 lists certain additional specifications. 
Table 5 
HEAT EXCHANGER UNIT DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
Heat Transfer Rate - 248 Btu/hr 
Fluid 
Flow Rate (lb/hr 
Inlet Pressure (psia) 
Inlet Temperature (" R) 
Maximum A P ,  in. H 2 0  
Maximum Hot- or Cold-Side Pressure 
Maximum Collapse A P  Across Hot to Cold 
Maximum Collapse A P  Across Cold to Hot 
Proof Pressure Across Hot to Cold 
Burst Pressure Across Hot to Cold 
Leakage - Hot Side at 28 psia 
Cold Side at  4 psia 
Weight (dry) 
Cold Side 
GH2 and LH2 
(8% inlet quality) 
1 .4  
4 
29.6 
6 . 0  
28 psia 
24 psi 
11 psi 
50 psia 
70 psia 
lb/hr of H2 
lb/hr of H2 
7 . 2  lb 
Hot Side 
Helium 
57.4 
17 
37.4 
0.06 
4 
After  the unit was fabricated and thermal shocked at - 320" F, a leak was found at the 
outside weld of the hot-side manifold. The leak was repaired with silver braze, the 
unit was thermal shocked again, and the unit total leakage was found to be approximately 
1 x cc/sec of the helium (equivalent to 3 x lb/hr of GH2) which is well under 
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Fig. 19 Heat Exchanger Unit 
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the performance requirement. The hot- and cold-side pressure drops were found using 
air. From these test data the hot- and cold-side pressure drops using helium and hydro- 
gen gases were calculated to be slightly less than the above performance specifications. 
These data, as calculated from air  test data, are summarized in Table 6 .  
Table 6 
HEAT EXCHANGER PRESSURE DROPS 
Hot Side: Liquid Hydrogen, 37.4" R at 17 psia 
Flow (cfm) A P  (in. H2O) 
0.44 
0.77 
1.13 
Cold Side: 8% Quality Hydrogen, 30"R at 4 psia 
Flow (lb/hr) A P  (in. H 2 0 )  
I 1 . 4  0.4 
Flow Control Unit 
It is necessary to place the flow control unit or  shutoff valve downstream from the heat 
exchanger to prevent an expansion of hydrogen below its triple point. This would occur 
if the exhaust line from the heat exchanger was ducted directly to the vacuum environ- 
ment of space. The valve can also be a flow-limiting device, which will  improve system 
operation. The fluid state downstream from the heat exchanger will alway be gas, 
whether gas or  liquid enters the expansion valve. The pressure at the flow limiting 
orifice will  be maintained at a constant value of approximately 4 psia. For all condi- 
tions, the vapor will  be within a few degrees of tank temperature. Thus, the orifice 
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will ensure that the flow through the system wil l  be essentially constant, whether gas or 
liquid enters the expansion valve. This, then, allows the heat exchanger cold-side flow 
rate to be closely matched to system requirements. 
The flow control unit consists of a solenoid valve and a current limiter. The current 
limiter i s  located outside the tank and is a semiconductor device that permits a high 
current to pass for 300 to 500 ms  to allow the solenoid to pull in. The current then 
drops to a low value (about 30 ma) to hold the solenoid valve in the open position. With 
this approach, no coil compensation is necessary to limit current flow. The resultant 
holding power requirement i s  maintained at 0.06  w. Figure 20 shows a sectional view 
with dimensions of the flow control o r  solenoid valve and includes a photograph of the 
valve. 
The solenoid valve is designed to limit the cold-side hydrogen flow to 1 . 4  l b h r .  This 
is a fail-closed valve. Its final specifications arp given in Table 7 .  This valve is  
capable of checkout at room temperature. 
Solenoid valve flow tests were conducted using helium at - 320" F with inlet pressure 
varying from 16.7 to 44.5 psia. No leakage was  detected utilizing a helium mass spec- 
trometer. The pull-in and holding-current requirements at - 320" F were found to be 
approximately 0 . 5  and 0.15  amp (28 vdc), respectively, which is well  within the pre- 
dicted performance requirements a t  this temperature. 
The current-limiter test was conducted using a 0.25-ohm resistance across the output 
side to simulate the solenoid coil resistance at  37.4" R. The input power required for 
operation was  less than 1 w for the temperature range tested ( -  67 to +212" F) .  
Flow tests were  conducted on this unit to establish the flow and pressure drop character- 
istics of the solenoid valve orifice. Equations (1) and (2) define an effective orifice area, 
CA . which can then be used to calculate the flow rate for any fluid provided the state 
point and fluid properties are known. The weight flow through any orifice is given by 
w = C A d T  * 
*Symbols are defined on p. 112. 
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Table 7 
FLOW CONTROL UNIT PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Fluid Media 
Maximum Operating Pressure 
Normal Operating Pressure 
Proof Pressure 
Burst Pressure 
Temperature 
Flow 
Leakage (internal) 
Current Limiter and Solenoid 
Power Consumption 
Power Supply 
In-Rush 
Holding 
Weight 
Gaseous hydrogcn 
28 psia (inlet); 1 4 . 7  psia (outlet) 
4 psia (inlet); 0 psia (outlet) 
50 psia 
70 psia 
32" R i 5" R (inlet to valve) 
37" R to 530" R (ambient) 
The valve should act as a choked 
orifice which limits flow of H2 to 
1.4 lb/hr at 4 psia and 30"R 
lb/hr of H2 with upstream 
pressure of 28 psia and a tempera- 
ture of 38"R and downstream 
pressure of 10 microns 
28 vdc 
10 w for 500 rnilisec (max) 
0.06 w 
1.5 lb 
However. if the orifice is choked, the thermodynamics of compressible flow lead to a 
more useful expressioil, in terms of inlet conditions and fluid properties. This weight 
flow is 
w = CApl/-  gcy [L]'-' 
R T 1  y+l 
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The tests on this unit were conducted, using helium gas at liquid nitrogen temperature 
and air at ambient temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 21. The experimental 
air data are shown in Fig. 2 1  as  equivalent lb/rnin of helium, and the pressure drop 
has been referenced to standard conditions with the normalizing factor u , which is the 
ratio of actual fluid density in the valve to that at a pressure of 1 atm and a temperature 
of 519"R. Using these data, and the choked flow equation ( Z ) ,  the effective orifice area 
was calculated to be 0.0054 sq in. The design value, for 1.4 lb/hr of hydrogen vapor 
at 4 psia and 30"R is 0.0047 sq in., which indicates the valve is approximately 15 per- 
cent oversized. 
1 . O L  - - 
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c HELIUM TEST DATA AT -32OoF 
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Fig. 2 1  Flow Control Unit Flow Data 
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Pressure Switch 
--. 
a 
The pressure switch, shown in a sectional view in Fig. 22, is mounted outside the tank 
to improve reliability and to facilitate checkout and replacement. It consists basically 
The bellows x of an internally evacuated bellows and a hermetically sealed microswitch. 
assembly is exposed to tank pressure. A s  the tank pressure rises above the preselected 
closing level, the movement of the bellows actuates the switch which, in turn, closes 
the electrical circuit to both the solenoid valve and to the mixer motor. The switch is 
similarly deactuated when the pressure falls below the opening pressure level. The 
specifications for this unit are given in Table 8. 
\ 
Table 8 
PRESSURE SWITCH PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Maximum Operating Pressure 
Proof Pressure 
Burst Pressure 
Temperature 
Actuation 
Maximum Closing Pressure 
Minimum Opening Pressure 
Electrical Data 
Operating Voltage 
Resistive 
Inductive 
Leakage (external) 
Weight 
28 psia 
50 psia 
70 psia 
400"R &200"R 
19.2 psia 
16.8 psia 
28 vdc 
5 amp 
3 amp 
lb/hr of H2 with an upstream 
pressure of 28 psia and temperature 
of 400" R and downstream pressure 
of 10 microns 
1 lb 
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Fig. 22 Pressure Switch Components 
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Figure 22 shows an exploded view of the pressure switch components. After the unit 
was fabricated, it was calibrated and its performance was evaluated at various temper- 
atures in an environmental chamber. First, the unit was held at - 60" F and cycled 100 
times. Readings were taken at every tenth cycle. The unit was then subjected to a 
temperature of - 260" F, and again cycled 100 times. During these tests it continued 
to operate satisfactorily. 
The chamber temperature was then increased to + 140" F and cycled 100 times ; readings 
were taken every 10 cycles. Again, the switch operated satisfactorily. The tempera- 
ture was then lowered to - 60" F, and the cycle tests repeated. 
A summary of these tests is presented in Table 9. The closing pressure never exceeded 
18.6 psia, which is within specification. At  sub-zero temperatures the opening pres- 
sure reached as  low as 16.5 psia, which is 0.3 psi below specification. However, it 
was noticed that the operating bandwidth was repeatable with 0 . 2  in. Hg, thus allowing 
a recalibration to raise the minimum opening pressure to 16.8 psia without exceeding 
the maximum closing pressure. 
Table 9 
PRESSURE SWITCH TEST RESULTS 
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Mixer Unit 
The mixer unit in the selected system serves the following two functions: 
0 It provides the necessary convective velocities through the hot side of the heat 
exchanger. 
e It provides sufficient fluid velocities within the propellant tank to mix the bulk 
fluid and cause hydrogen vapor condensation of bubbles that are formed at hot 
spots on the tank wall. 
The mixer power requirements a re  dictated by the pressure drop in the heat exchanger 
and by the discharge velocity head necessary for propellant circulation. Low velocities 
in the heat exchanger require little power, but also result in low warm-side heat-transfer 
coefficients and, therefore, large heat exchangers. 
The application of the thermal conditioning unit in a zero-gravity environment make it 
necessary to take the most conservative condition, i. e. , helium on the warm side, as 
the heat exchanger design point, even though the unit may be operating entirely in liquid. 
With this ground rule, heat exchanger weights were determined as  a function of volu- 
metric helium flow rate. Since the mixer unit is essentially a constant volumetric flow 
device, mixer power was then determined for liquid at the same volumetric flow rate 
and subsequently evaluated in terms of propellant boiloff for the entire mission. 
The mixing capability of that mixer unit, for which the combined heat exchanger weight 
and propellant boiloff were a minimum, was then assessed. A measure of that capa- 
bility can be ascertained from Fig. 23, which shows the theoretical minimum jet veloci- 
ties for total mixing of tank contents in a zero-gravity environment, as well as the 
actual jet velocity from the chosen mixer design. The analysis from which Fig. 22 is 
derived is given in Appendix B, and substantiating test data are described in detail in 
Ref. 1. It can be seen that the selected design velocity is ten times that theoretically 
required to provide jet continuity and mixing across the full span or  diameter of the 
Mission (2) tank with liquid hydrogen. Also shown is the velocity requirement calculated 
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from the experimental data presented in Ref. 2 for ethanol, which has properties govern- 
ing mixing in zero-gravity that a r e  similar to those of liquid hydrogen. The selected 
design velocity is five times that predicted from these data. 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
TANK HEIGHT (FT) 
Fig. 23 Mixer Jet Velocity Requirements in Zero-Gravity for Complete 
Circulation (Jet Diameter = 1.75 in. ) 
The mixer unit design selected for an optimized Mission (2) vehicle consists of a brush- 
less dc motor and fan (Fig. 24). The axial flow fan is connected directly to the motor, 
which uses an ironless stator to eliminate eddy current losses. The permanent magnet 
rotor provides a strong excitation in a compact size with consequent reduction in windage 
losses. The rotor position controls the commutation through a small permanent magnet 
on the rotor with inductive pickups. The actual electronic switching device is located 
outside the tank to avoid unnecessary dissipation of energy in the tank. The mixer duct 
exit diameter is 1.75 in., and provides a jet exit velocity of 5 ft/sec with either gas o r  
liquid. The specifications for this mixer unit a r e  listed in Table 10. 
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Table 10 
MIXER UNIT PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Density ( lb/ft3 at 17 psia) 
Flow ( lb/hr ) 
Pressure rise (in. H20) 
Temperature 
Maximum Operating Pressure (ambient) 
Power Input 
Unit Weight 
Gaseous Helium I Liquid Hydrogen 
0.18 
57.4 
0 . 2  
30"R to 530"R 
28 psia 
2.3 w 
2 lb 
4.4 
1,320 
2.0 
Brushless dc motors a re  not yet available for operation in liquid hydrogen, although 
one is now being developed under Contract NAS 3-11208. However, a mixer unit with 
a three-phase, six-pole, ac-induction motor and a single-stage, shrouded, axial flow 
fan was  available for operation in liquid hydrogen. This mixer, weighing only 1.5 lb, 
was used in the thermal conditioning system. A sectional view and a photograph of 
the unit is shown in Fig. 25. 
The available data on this unit (Fig. 26) showed that when operating with liquid hydro- 
gen at 5 cfm and the design electrical input condition, the pressure rise across the 
unit was approximately ten times that required for the present application. If operated 
in the thermal conditioning system, at the design electrical input, the flow rate through 
the hot side of the heat exchanger would be several times the required flow and would 
result in an unnecessarily high power consumption. However, the flow rate and power 
input could be reduced by reducing the operating voltage and frequency. 
A calibration test program was conducted to determine the operating characteristics 
of this unit at reduced frequencies and voltage. 
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Fig. 25 Sectional View and Photograph of Mixer 
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Fig. 26 Mixer Unit Characteristics 
The mixer, with motor drive, was installed in the flow loop shown schematically in 
Fig. 27. High-pressure gaseous nitrogen was circulated through the loop using the 
mixer unit; the flow rate being determined by the voltage and frequency applied to the 
motor. The density of the circulating fluid was controlled to that of liquid hydrogen 
3 3 (4.4 lb/ft ) andof gaseous hydrogen (0.09 lb/ft ) by controlling the pressure in the loop 
through a throttling valve. The fluid was maintained at near liquid nitrogen tempera- 
ture by circulating it through a liquid nitrogen bath. 
The experimental performance data are shown in Figs. 28 through 34. Figure 28 indi- 
cates that, for a fixed set  of flow conditions, there is an optimum driving frequency at 
which the motor will draw the minimum power. Each datum point shown in Figs. 29 
through 34 was determined by maintaining a fixed flow rate and pressure drop, and vary- 
ing the applied frequency as shown in Fig. 28. Thus the curves shown in Figs. 29 through 
34 represent minimum (optimum) power conditions. 
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Fig. 27 Schematic of Mixer Calibration Test Loop 
Figure 29 shows the relationship between the applied current frequency and applied 
voltage, and the fluid flow rate. When the necessary flow rate and pressure drop is 
known, the applied frequency and voltage that will produce this flow rate can be deter- 
mined using the graph in Fig. 29. 
The effect of head rise and flow rate on the motor power requirements is shown in 
Fig. 30 for fluid at  liquid hydrogen density. When the assembled thermal conditioning 
system is in operation, the mixer head rise balances the pressure losses in the 
remainder of the system. Therefore, the pressure loss at a set flow rate can be found 
by entering the measured power in the curves on Fig. 30. (Most of this pressure loss 
will occur in the heat exchanger. ) Figure 31 relates the fan speed to the power and flow 
rate. 
Figures 32, 33, and 34 present the same data as Figs. 29, 30, and 31, respectively, 
for a fluid density of 0.09 lb/ft . 3 
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Fig. 28 Typical Frequency Optimization for the AC Induction Motor 
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Fig. 29 AC Current Frequency and Voltage Settings for Optimum Input Power 
(Fluid Density - 4.4 lb/ft3) 
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Fig. 30 Effect of Fan Head Rise on Motor Power Requirements 
(Fluid Density - 4.4 lb/ft3) 
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Fig. 31 Effect of Fluid Flow Rate and Power Input on Mixer Speed 
(Fluid Density - 4.4 lb/ft3) 
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Fig. 32 AC Current Frequency and Voltage Settings for Fixed Motor Speeds 
(Fluid Density - 0.09 lb/ft3) 
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Fig. 33 Effect of Fan Head Rise  on Motor Power Requirements 
(Fluid Density - 0.09 lb/ft3) 
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Fig. 34 Effect of Fluid Flow Rate and Power Input on Mixer Speed 
(Fluid Density - 0.09 lb/ft3) 
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SYSTEM ASSEMBLY 
Y 
After completion of the component development tests, the system was assembled and 
mounted on an aluminum base plate. The assembled system was then checked for leaks 
by pressurizing the cold side to 14 psig with freon gas and checking for leaks with a 
freon leak detector. The entire assembly was soaked in liquid nitrogen for 30 min and 
then left at room temperature for 8 hr.  A helium leak check was then made at 14 psig; 
no leaks were  detected. After the leak check, electrical power was supplied to each 
component to check the circuits; all components performed successfully. 
e 
The system was then cleaned, purged, sealed in a plastic bag, and stored until the subse- 
quent liquid hydrogen tests. 
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THERMAL CONDITIONING SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM IN LIQUID HYDROGEN 
A test program was designed to experimentally demonstrate the feasibility of the 
thermal conditioning system, evaluate component performance, and establish the most 
effective means for integrating the unit into a full-scale, flight type, liquid hydrogen 
tank subsystem of the Mission (2) space propulsion vehicle. This test program was 
divided into two series: the first consisting of functional tests in a dewar tank and the 
second consisting of full scale performance tests in the 110-in.-diameter Mission (2) 
tank. The apparatus, instrumentation, and procedures are  described in this section. 
Data, test results, evaluations, and analyses of the test data are presented in a sub- 
sequent section entitled: Results and Analysis. 
SERIES ONE: LIQUID HYDROGEN DEWAR TANK TESTS 
This test program was designed to verify, in liquid hydrogen tests, the proper opera- 
tion of the thermal conditioning system. The system was operated in both liquid and 
gaseous hydrogen and the performance recorded. 
Test -Article Configuration 
A 15-in. internal diameter, 36-in. deep dewar tank shown in Fig., 35 was used. The 
thermal conditioning system was suspended from the dewar lid on rods at an 
orientation angle of 40 deg as shown in Fig., 36. The dewar lid contained passthrough 
penetrations for the system vent, vacuum, LH2 loading, GN2, GH2 purge, and pres- 
surization lines, and an instrumentation and control wiring connector. . 
Proper operation of the thermal conditioning system requires that the pressure in the 
discharge line just downstream of the flow control unit be sufficiently low to guarantee 
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Fig. 35 15-in.-Diameter Dewar 
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Fig. 36 Location and Orientation of Thermal Conditioning System in Subscale 
Dewar Test 
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choking of the flow control unit. Choking of the flow control unit was accomplished by 
connecting the thermal conditioning system vent line directly to a large vacuum cham- 
ber. This setup provided a vacuum that could be maintained in the 1 x Torr 
pressure range. Figure 37 is a schematic of the test article piping connections. 
,fa 
The thermal conditioning system was instrumented at the locations shown in Fig. 38. 
The type, range, and function of the instrumentation used are given in Table 11. All 
data were recorded on dual, pen Mosely strip-chart recorders. 
Pretest Activity 
The following preparations were made prior to testing the thermal conditioning system: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The system was mounted in the 15-in.-diameter dewar with an orientation as 
shown in Fig. 36. 
Instrumentation cabling and fan power cables were connected, and a fan rota- 
tion check and instrumentation functional checkout performed. 
The system was pressurized with helium to 5 psi and checked for leaks with 
a mass spectrometer. No leakage at any connection was found. 
The lid was secured and the dewar was evacuated to 10 microns for 2 hr  to 
minimize condensable gases within either the dewar or  the thermal condition- 
ing system. 
The entire system was then inerted, first with ambient GN2 and then with 
ambient GH2. This procedure purges air and purge GNz from any part of the 
test apparatus that will contain liquid hydrogen. A special purge of the ther- 
mal conditioning system was performed at this time to ensure that all passages 
within the system were clear and free of any media that could freeze and 
impair the operation of the unit. To effectively purge the unit, the solenoid 
valve was opened and the purge gases allowed to flow through the unit for at 
least 30 min. 
The vacuum pumping system was verified. 
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Fig. 3 8 Thermal Conditioning System Instrumentation Locations 
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PI, Dewar ullage 
P2 , Heat exchanger inlet 
P3, Flow control unit outlet 
THERMA 
PG-1 
PG-2 
PG-4 
Strain-gage trans - 
ducer I 0 to 25 0 to 10 0 to 10 
Table 11 
.L CONDITIONING UNIT INSTRUMENTATION 
(DEWAR TEST) 
~ 
TI, Expansion unit -300 to -425 
T2, Heat exchanger inlet, cold side -400 to -425 
T3, Heat exchanger exit, cold side -400 to -425 resistance 
T4, Heat exchanger inlet, hot side 
T5, Heat exchanger exit, hot side 
-400 to -425 
-400 to -425 
thermometer bulb 
T6, Brooks flowmeter inlet -300 to -425 
L$ OR G$ OR He 
RTB-23 
RTB-10 
RTB-11 
RTB-22 
RTB-18 
- 
VENT GAS 
NOZZLES 
W, Thermal conditioning cold side 0 to 10 
flow 
Brooks thermal 
mass flowmeter 
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
- F, Motor frequency supply 
e ,  Motor voltage - 
a, Motor current - 
Counter 
Voltmeter 
Ammeter 
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Testing Sequence 
Thirty tests were conducted with the system installed in the dewar; four in gaseous 
hydrogen and 26 in liquid hydrogen. The operational sequence for these tests was as 
follows : 
0 Fill the dewar to a liquid level of 2 in. 
0 Set mixer motor voltage and frequency 
0 Close dewar' gas vent and allow thermal conditioning system to control 
dewar pressure automatically (4 tests) 
0 At conclusion of gas tests, shut down system and open dewar gas vent 
valve. 
0 Fill dewar to 26-in. level 
0 Set mixer voltage and frequency to control dewar pressure automatic- 
ally 
0 Change voltage and frequency as  desired (10 tests) 
0 At conclusion of 26-in. liquid level tests, change liquid level to 23 in. 
0 Repeat procedure used for 26-in. liquid levels (16 tests) 
Post -Te st Activity 
Post-test activity consisted of the following procedures: 
0 The dewar was drained of LH2 and purged with GH2 and then GN2 to inert 
the entire system 
0 The test apparatus was disassembled and the thermal conditioning system . 
was then ready for installation in the 110-in.-diameter tank. 
SERIES TWO: MISSION (2) FULL-SCALE TANK TESTS 
The dewar tests were necessarily limited to functional and performance feasibility 
demonstrations, which were successful. The 110-in.-diameter tank program was 
designed to thoroughly demonstrate the thermal conditioning system as a flight system. 
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A major objective of these tests was to experimentally establish the most effective 
means for integrating a liquid hydrogen thermal conditioning system into a liquid hydro- 
gen tank subsystem of a Mission (2) propulsion vehicle and to demonstrate tank pres- 
sure control. The objective also included evaluation of liquid-level effects, system 
orientation effects, and mixing requirements, as well as individual component perfor- 
mance. 
Testing was performed with the unit mounted in two orientations and at various ullage 
volumes and liquid levels. In one test series the unit was mounted inside at the top of 
the tank, and in another test series it was mounted inside at the side of the tank. 
Thermal Conditioning System - Top Mounted Configuration 
The thermal conditioning system was mounted on 15-in. long rods attached to the tank 
lid as shown in Fig. 39. These 15-in long rods were used to ensure testing at com- 
pletely immersed liquid hydrogen conditions. In a flight configuration the unit would 
appear as shown in Figs. 3 and 8. The system vent was connected to a passthrough in 
the tank lid, and then attached to the vacuum pumping system as illustrated in Fig. 40. 
The pumping system was capable of maintaing a pressure of less than 0.5 psia while 
the thermal conditioning system was venting. The tank was installed within the cryo- 
flight simulator (Fig. 41). 
The flight simulator is a 16-ft-diameter by 2 4 4  high vacuum chamber with the follow- 
ing capabilities: 
Rapid depressurization to 0.5 psia to simulate launch ascent depressur- 
iz ation 
An LN2 coldwall and quartz lamp heat array to simulate ascent and 
space flight thermal flux 
Vacuum pumping system for sustained operation at a pressure of 
1 x Torr 
Liquid hydrogen loading and handling 
High-pressure GNz, GH2, and helium storage and flow control 
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Fig. 39 Thermal Conditioning System Top-Mounted From Tank Lid 
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Fig. 41 LH2 Tank as Installed Prior to Assembly of Cryogenic Flight Simulator 
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The 110-in-diameter tank (Fig. 9) was insulated with 100 layers of multilayer insula- 
tion composite of double -aluminized Mylar with Tissuglas spacers and supported 
within an aluminum holding frame. The tank is supported by eight tubular flight-type, 
low heat-leak, fiberglass struts. 
-. 
Table 12 is an instrumentation schedule of the instruments used for the test, Locations 
of the instrumentation for the thermal conditioning unit are shown in Fig. 38. 
A Dymec digital recorder and strip chart recorders were used to record the data. 
Plotting was accomplished during the test to obtain an immediate trend of the system 
performance from the data printed out on the Monroe printer. The data were stored 
on magnetic tape for’future engineering analysis. Liquid level was controlled using 
optical sensors mounted on a probe positioned axially in the tank. 
Pretest Activity. The following preparations were made prior to conducting the tests: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The 110-in.-diameter tank was received at the flight simulator completely 
insulated and mounted in the aluminum holding fixture as shown in Fig. 41 
The insulation protective covering and the tank lid were removed. 
The thermal conditioning system was mounted to the tank lid as shown in 
Fig. 39 so that the mixer jet was directed down, parallel to the tank axis. 
A bench leak check of all connections was made with a mass spectrometer. 
No leaks were found. 
Instrumentation was installed and checked out, and a fan rotation check per- 
formed. The thermal conditioning system and tank lid were mounted on the 
tank, all piping was connected, and a helium leak check performed. No 
leakage was detected. 
The insulation system fiberglass dome was installed over the assembled 
tank lid. 
The piping leading to the tank from the chamber passthroughs was insulated 
with Mylar Tissuglas blankets. 
The LN2 coldwall was installed and the chamber assembled. 
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0 Instrumentation precalibrations were performed and chamber pumpdown was 
started. 
0 The tank and plumbing lines were purged with GN2 until gas samples indicated 
all 0 2  was removed from the system. 
0 The flow control unit solenoid valve was then opened, and the thermal condi- 
tioning system and tank were purged with GN2 an additional 15 min. 
The nitrogen purge sequence was repeated with GH2 until all nitrogen was 
removed from the system. This purge was continued for at least 30 min. 
0 All systems and instrumentation were checked prior to conducting the tests. 
Test Sequence. The thermal conditioning system was tested in accordance with the 
following procedure : 
0 The tank was filled with liquid hydrogen to the 5 percent ullage (or 05-5) level 
where a soak and boiloff stabilization test was performed for 10 hr. During 
this period a leak developed causing the vacuum chamber pressure to rise 
from 1 x 
0 Seventeen test runs of the thermal conditioning system operations were per- 
formed at dgferent liquid levels and mixer motor settings. A typical opera- 
tional sequence was as follows: 
to 2 x 10-4 Torr before it stabilized. 
- Adjust liquid level to provide 5 percent ullage (OS-5) 
- Set mixer motor frequency and voltage and activate the system 
- Allow system to vent until pressure rate is established 
- Set new motor frequency and voltage, and repeat sequence 
- Adjust to new liquid level, and repeat sequence 
Post-Test Activity. Post-test activity consisted of the following procedures: 
0 The tank was drained of all LH2 and purged with GH2, followed by GN2. 
0 The entire test tank and coldwall were purged with warm GNz until the 
temperature was greater than 500" R .  
0 Chamber vacuum was broken and preparations for the side-mounted test were 
begun. 
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Thermal Conditioning System - Side Mounted Configuration 
The thermal conditioning system was removed from the lid and mounted to the slosh 
baffles on the side of the tank at the approximate tank equator so that the jet axis was 
directed horizontally across the tank as shown in Fig. 42. The thermal conditioning 
system vent line was connected to the tank cover passthrough with 10 f t  of 1/4-in. 
tubing, and then to the same pumping system as for the top-mounted tests. 
Two optical sensors were removed from the probe and placed on the thermal condition- 
ing system aluminum mounting plate between the expansion valve and the heat exchanger 
and above the solenoid flow control valve. Location of the optical sensors on the sys- 
tem is indicated in Fig. 43. 
Instrumentation was essentially the same as for top-mounted test series, except for 
the relocation of two optical sensors. 
Pretest Activity. Pretest activity consisted of the following: 
0 The tank was assembled and leak checked. This check indicated a leak 
through the pins of an instrumentation passthrough, which was replaced. 
0 The sequence of assembly of the fiberglass dome through assembly of the 
chamber has been previously described. 
0 The chamber was pumped down to 1 x Torr. 
0 Instrumentation precalibration was performed and all systems were made 
ready for testing, including the purge cycle as previously described 
Test Sequence. Sixteen tests were performed in this orientation in accordance with 
the following sequence. 
0 With the liquid nitrogen coldwall operating, the tank was filled to the 5 per- 
cent ullage (or OS-5) level, and a 10-hr hold started for baseline boiloff 
measurements. 
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Fig. 43 Optical Sensor Locations on 110-in.-Diameter Tank 
a When the boiloff reached equilibrium, tests were performed at three liquid 
levels and three motor settings. 
a A typical test sequence is as follows: 
- Adjust liquid level to provide 5 percent ullage 
- Close tank vent valve 
- Set mixer motor frequency and voltage and activate thermal conditioning 
system 
- Allow system to vent for 2 to 3 hr  to establish transient and steady-state 
performance and tank pressure decay 
- Set different motor frequency and voltage 
- Repeat 2 to 3 hr  vent test to establish pressure changes 
- Set next mixer motor setting and repeat above sequences 
- Adjust to new liquid level and repeat above sequences 
- Conduct individual tests of the thermal conditioning system 
Post-Test Activity. Post-test activity consisted of draining the tank and inserting all 
systems as  previously described. 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The data obtained from tests of the thermal conditioning system in liquid hydrogen are 
presented in this section. Evaluations of the performance of the complete system as 
well as its individual components are  presented herein. The test results are com- 
pared with theoretical predictions. 
DEWAR TANK TESTS 
The 30 tests included in the dewar tank test program were conducted at three different 
liquid levels with mixer motor input powers from 2.2 to 16.2 w. The tests showed 
that the thermal conditioning system is capable of automatically controlling tank 
pressure within a prescribed pressure band set at 50.5 psi. Figure 44 shows a strip 
chart recording of tank pressure and expansion unit discharge pressure during one 
complete cycle for both gas and liquid venting. A l l  the other tests are summarized in 
Table 13. 
The three liquid levels a t  which tests were conducted were 2,  23, and 26 in. A t  the 
2-in. level, the thermal conditioning system successfully controlled dewar tank 
pressure while totally submerged in gaseous hydrogen (Table 13). A t  the 23-in. level, 
the dewar pressure was successfully controlled with the unit totally submerged in 
liquid hydrogen. Although the pressure was controlled over a range of mixer powers,. 
as  mixer powers were reduced, the duration of the cycles was increased. Therefore, 
the length of operating time must be considered when evaluating the efficiency of the 
thermal conditioning system. Over a given mission duration, the total energy put into 
the propellant tank, which results in propellant boiloff, is the sum of energy conducted 
into the tank and that due to the thermal conditioning system. 
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ET = Q q~ -t 3.413 P ~ T ~  (4)* o c  
_.. 
Since 
describe the average heating rate contributed by the mixer motor over the entire 
mission time. This is given by 
is the total mission duration ( T~ ) this equation can be rearranged to 
7 
Qo = 3.413 P $  T C 
ET - -  
7 
(5) 
However, the power level affects the percentage of time the mixer and thermal con- 
ditioning system is operative, i.e. , ( T a c  /T ) = f (P) , and the desired power setting 
is that where the average energy rate is a minimum and tank pressure is controlled. 
Figure 45 shows the average heat input from the mixer to the propellant as a function 
of operating power for the dewar tests at the 23-in. liquid level. These data indicate 
that the lowest power, 2 . 2  w, was also the most efficient power setting investigated. 
MIXER OPERATING POWER LEVEL, P, (W) 
Fig. 45 Effective Mixer Heat Input as  Determined from Dewar Tests 
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Table 13 indicates that the system did not control dewar pressure, even at power 
levels up to 16 w, when the liquid level was at 26 in. The performance of the individual 
components was not affected by liquid level, which indicates that the propellant 
circulation within the dewar was not sufficient to induce condensation at the liquid vapor 
interface. Further, the results indicate that the particular installation employed in 
these tests restricted the effective propellant circulation to levels below the 26-in. 
liquid level for the mixer flows and powers that were investigated. Referring to the 
installaEon schematic, (Fig. 37) it can be seen that the installation restricts a 
significant portion of the dewar. Since the inside diameter of the dewar is 15 in., the 
thermal conditioning system, mounted on a 14-in.-diameter plate, had to be installed 
on an angle, with the mixer jet discharging into the lower corner approximately 5 in. 
above the bottom; the plate blocked off more than 50 percent of the dewar area. These 
results show the necessity of good circulation within the tank and for condensation at  
the liquid-vapor interface for effective tank pressure control. 
Table 11 and Fig. 44 indicates that the expansion unit regulates the pressure at the 
heat exchanger inlet to 3 psia when venting vapor and to 4.4 psia when venting liquid. 
The reasons for this characteristic are not understood. There is a slight reduction 
in vent rate during gas ingestion below that when liquid is ingested into the system, 
however, this presents no operational problems. 
. 
These subscale tests also verified the operation of the pressure switch, since the 
activation and deactivation pressures were consistently repeatable within f 0.1 psi. 
MISSION (2) FULL-SCALE TANK TESTS 
Test Profiles 
Tests were conducted in the 110-in.-diameter tank in both liquid and gas and with the 
thermal conditioning system mounted either at the top of the tank and at the side of the 
tank. A summary of these tests is presented in Table 14. In the top position, the 
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mixer jet was discharging vertically downward along the tank axis and in the side 
position; it was directed horizontally along the tank major diameter. Other variables 
were liquid level and mixer-motor power. ~ The side-mount tests spanned approxi- 
mately 90 hr of uninterrupted testing, for which a complete test profile is shown in 
Fig. 46. - 
7 
In the first 13 hr,  the tank, filled to the 5-percent ullage level, was nonvented and the 
pressure was allowed to rise. This was done to establish the average heat leak into 
the tank for subsequent evaluation of system performance. A t  the end of this pressure- 
e 
rise test, the thermal conditioning system was activated with 27.5-w power input to 
the motor. A small rise and fall in pressure of approximately 0.1 psia covering 
400 sec in time occurred when the thermal conditioning system was activated. This 
characteristic occurred repeatedly throughout the program each time the thermal 
conditioning system was activated with the unit submerged in liquid hydrogen. The 
reverse happened each time the system was turned off (i.e., a fall and rise in 
pressure of approximately 0.1 psi). 
L 
The tank pressure was caused to drop steadily at this mixer setting, as shown in 
Fig. 46. Uninterrupted venting with the thermal conditioning unit at this power setting 
was conducted for the next 11 hr to observe any variations in pressure decay rate and 
to obtain data on a complete vent cycle. A t  this point, the thermal conditioning system 
was deactivated and the pressure-rise test repeated for approximately 11 hr. The 
characteristic reverse pressure hump can be seen in Fig. 46 when the system was 
turned off. 
The pressure decay test was repeated at the previous mixer setting (27.5 w), 
primarily to observe system repeatability. The characteristic hump was again noted, 
after which the tank pressure decay rate was determined to  be steady and the same as 
during previous test. Therefore, this test was discontinued after 2 hr  by changing the 
mixer setting to  a lower power level (9.8 w). This change reduced the flow through 
the mixer unit and through the warm side of the heat exchanger. The test at this 
second power setting was conducted uninterrupted for 3 hr,  during which time the 
pressure was still being reduced at a steady rate. 
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The mixer power setting was then further reduced to 4 w and the tank pressure decay 
observed for another 2 hr. A s  seen from Fig. 46, the tank pressure was still being 
reduced at approximately the same steady rate as with the previous power setting. 
A t  this point the thermal conditioning system was turned off, and again the characteristic 
reverse tank pressure hump was noted. A short period of nonvent pressure rise 
(approximately 1.5 hr) was permitted and a second thermal conditioning test at the 
third power level (3.8 w) was conducted in order to again determine system perform- 
ance repeatability. 
The tank was then drained to the next liquid level (27 percent ullage volume) and the 
tank allowed to thermally stabilize for approximately 5.5 hr. A pressure-rise-rate 
test was then conducted to determine the effect of liquid-level change. This test was 
run for nearly 3 hr. When the thermal conditioning system was turned on, the small 
pressure-rise hump was again noted. 
Once the thermal conditioning system was activated, three consecutive tests were 
run; one at each of the motor settings used with the 5-percent ullage volume, with no 
intermediate nonventing tests. The duration of each of these tests was from 2 to 2.5 hr. 
At the conclusion of the third test, the system was turned off and, again, the tank 
pressure dropped approximately 0 .1  psi in 10 min before it started to rise. The tank 
pressure was allowed to rise for approximately 1 hr, and then the thermal conditioning 
system was again activated for 2 h r  at the lowest power setting tested (4.2 w) to confirm 
tank pressure control. 
The liquid level was then reduced to 38 in. At this level, the thermal conditioning 
system expansion unit intake is in liquid, the heat exchanger warm-side intake is in 
gas, and the mixer unit discharge is in gas (50-percent ullage). A t  this point, before 
activating the thermal conditioning system, the tank pressure rise was observed for  
2 hr with no venting. However, the rate of pressure rise was high because of the injec- 
tion of warm hydrogen pressurant gas, to effect the drainage of the tank from 48 in. 
liquid level to 38 in. The tank pressure rose from 16 to 24 psia in approximately 2.5 hr. 
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A t  this point, the tank was vented to a pressure of 16.5 psi through the tank ullage 
gas vent valve, to accelerate the thermal stabilization process, by venting some of 
the warm hydrogen gas from the ullage. The tank ullage vent valve was then closed 
and the tank pressure was permitted to rise to 21 psia. The thermal conditioning 
system was then activated at the highest of the three mixer-motor settings. It can 
be seen from Fig. 46 that the pressure response was very fast, dropping the pressure 
from 2 1  to 18 psi in little more than 1 hr. This rapid response is a direct result of 
cooling the superheated ullage gas in the heat exchanger, and tends to demonstrate 
the capability of the thermal conditioning system to control tank pressure after 
pressurization for an engine firing. A s  shown in Fig. 46, the tank pressure decay 
bottomed out at about 18.3 psi, and then rose again to 18.5 psia before falling again 
even though the thermal conditioning system was still venting. This phenomenon was 
apparently due to the tank pressure dropping slightly below the saturation pressure at  
the liquid vapor interface, causing some hydrogen vaporization. The indicated 
temperature just below the surface was 38"R, which is the saturation temperature at 
a pressure of 18.3 psia. 
A f t e r  about 3 hr  of venting at this condition, the tank was again topped off at 50 percent 
ullage, (OS-3) vented through the tank vent valve to 18 psi, and then nonvented to check 
the tank pressure rise. In approximately 1 hr, the pressure increased 1 psi. The 
thermal conditioning system was again activated with the high mixer-motor voltage 
and frequency. With vapor through the mixer, this setting resulted in 9 .6  w of power 
to the motor. This time the pressure dropped at  about the same rate as in the previous 
test, for 1 hr,  and then settled out at a slower, and apparently equilibrium decay rate. 
A f t e r  1.5 hr of steady pressure decay, the mixer power input was reduced to 2 w and 
the tank pressure checked for 2 hr. This operation was repeated at a third mixer 
power setting of 2 w, after which the tank was drained to a lower liquid level for testing 
the thermal conditioning system operation immersed entirely in hydrogen gas. The 
tank was drained to a liquid level of 24 in. which is 75-percent ullage and the rate of 
pressure rise established with no venting. For the first 1.5 hr,  the pressure rose; 
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however, it was found that four optical sensors were functioning and drawing electrical 
power. These sensors should have been deactivated since they consume a total of 28 w, 
which is heat input directly into the tank. When these were turned off, the tank 
pressure started to drop slowly. The pressure was tracked for another 3 hr, and then 
the thermal conditioning system was activated at the lowest of the three power levels. 
This reduced the tank pressure at an accelerated rate for 2 hr before being turned off. 
Following the test with all-gas operation, the tank was again filled to the 50-percent 
ullage level, and the thermal conditioning system test was repeated at the lowest of 
the three power levels. This test was conducted to establish repeatability at the low 
- 
a 
mixer input power. A t  the conclusion of this repeat test, the tank was pressurized 
with warm hydrogen gas to 28 psia, and the thermal conditioning was turned on to 
simulate tank pressure decay while venting with the thermal conditioning system, 
following engine firing. This test concluded the thermal conditioning system tests in 
the side-mounted configuration. 
The top-mounted tests, being the first in the large tank, were conducted in a different 
manner, being more explorative of the basic characteristics of the thermal conditioning 
system operation. Since the thermal conditioning system was mounted only 15 in. 
below the top of the tank (10-percent ullage), only one level for operation in liquid and 
one in gas was investigated. However, a much wider range of mixer motor settings 
was covered in this test series. 
The first tests were conducted with the tank only 50 percent full; thus, the thermal 
conditioning system was operating entirely in hydrogen vapor with the mixer discharge 
approximately 13 in. above the free surface, Three mixer power settings - 0, 11, and 
6.2 w - were used. Figure 47 shows the resulting pressure history. It can be seen 
that the pressure was being reduced slowly when the thermal conditioning system was 
venting, but with the mixer not operating (0 w). When the motor was activated with 
11 w of power, the pressure trend reversed and continued to rise until the power 
was reduced to 6.2 w, at which time the pressure once again started to drop. This 
\ 
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double reversal is apparently due to the high degree of stratification in the ullage 
which occurred as a result of the warm pressurant used to pressurize and drain the 
tank down to the 50-percent level following a prior boiloff test. This observation is 
similar to the double reversal shown previously in a side-mount test at the 50 percent 
level. The pressure drops until it reaches saturation at  the liquid vapor interface 
temperature. 'Vaporization occurs, causing a sudden increase in tank pressure. The 
significance of this test is that the thermal conditioning unit adequately controlled this 
transient situation. Note that the pressure excursion is small; from 19.6 psia to 
20.4 psia. 
A complete test profile for the liquid test series is described on Fig. 48. It consists 
of essentially one long pressure decay period, with frequent changes in motor settings 
to determine if the variable affected the rate of pressure decay or the performance 
of the heat exchanger. 
During the first 3 hr , the pressure response was fairly rapid and it appeared that it 
might be less responsive at  the lower power settings. However, this was primarily 
due to transients following the tank f i l l  process. Later in the tests, when conditions 
in the tank were stable, there appeared to be only a moderate dependency on power 
level, as was the case with the side-mounted tests. Approximately 2 hr  before the end 
of this test, the thermal conditioning system was shut off to establish a pressure rise 
rate. The reverse hump can be seen at this time similar to that seen earlier in the 
side-mount test profile. 
The final tests in the top-mounted position were conducted to  develop the operating 
characteristics line for the mixer fan. A t  each of four different motor frequencies 
discrete values of voltage between 5 and 50 v were applied to the mixer, and the resulting 
power was recorded. It will be seen later that these data also helped in defining the 
pressure drop through the warm side of the heat exchanger. 
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System Performance Analysis 
The thermal conditioning system must be capable of controlling tank pressure efficiently. 
This control has been demonstrated with the system in two different orientations in the 
110-in.-diameter tank with respect to the gravitational field. The efficiency with which 
this control is obtained may be measured in terms of boiloff propellant. 
For a tank of liquid hydrogen with no temperature gradients or stratification, the rate 
of pressure change is given by: 
!!P - 1.15 [Qo -k (3.413 P - mo A ) ]  
de W 
During the nonvent period, Eq. ( 6 )  reduces to: 
- 1.15 
w Qo - de (7) 
4 
See Appendix C y  for the development of this equation. This equation is valid if the 
depressurization process is limited only by the net rate of energy removed from the 
tank and not by thermal diffusion or hydrogen gas condensation at the liquid-vapor 
interface. Thus, Eq. (6) assumes the process as being limited by the rate of heat 
transfer within the heat exchanger only. 
I Figure 49 presents a comparison of the experimental data and Eq. (6)  , The theory 
lines are based upon a tank heating rate, Qo , of 90 Btu/hr. This is an average 
value as  determined from the measured pressure rise rate during the nonvent portion 
of the pressure cycle tests, with 5 and 27 percent ullage volumes. This pressure rise 
rate was 0.1 psi per hr for both ullage ratios, from which the heating rate was calcu- 
lated to be 90 Btu/hr and 79 Btu/hr, for the 5 and 27 percent ullage volumes, 
respectively. It can be seen that there is fair agreement between Eq. (6) and the 
experiment at the 5 and 27 percent ullage conditions. However, as  ullage volume is 
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increased, there is a greater discrepancy between the theory and experimental data. 
Also note that the theory predicts a much greater effect of the independent variable 
( mo A - 3.413 P ) than is observed experimentally. More experimentation and greater 
instrumentation are  needed before a satisfactory explanation of these effects are 
possible. 
In the top-mounted orientation, the thermal conditioning system was located only 
15 in. below the tank access-hole cover. Consequently, performance comparisons of 
the top- and side-mounted orientations while completely submerged can be made only 
at the 5-percent ullage volume. Figure 50 shows a comparison of normalized tank 
pressure response (p/po), at nearly identical mixer powers and flow rates. The 
response in both orientations was identical. 
Figure 51 shows the effective average energy dissipated in the tank by the mixer, as 
a function of the total actual operating power. The ratio between the effective average 
power and the actual power is the percent of time the thermal conditioning system is 
venting, which is determined by the relative rates of pressure rise and decay, i.e. , 
Of the tank contents are well mixed, Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) combine to give: 
p(Ta/Tc) = h-3.413 Q0 P ) P  (9) 
Equation (9) is also presented in Fig. 51 for comparison with experimental data. It 
can be seen that the experimental data for operation in either liquid or  gas fall along 
the same general line, thus indicating that the two modes are equally efficient in 
controlling tank pressure. The data also indicate that the lowest power was also the 
most efficient, which substantiates the results of the dewar tests. Further, it tends 
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to  verify that the brushless dc motor currently being developed under Contract 
NAS 3-11208, with a design power of 2 . 3  watts, will further increase the system 
efficiency and be more than adequate for inducing mixing and tank pressure control. 
c 
These test results have demonstrated the ability of the thermal conditioning system 
to control tank pressure in a one-gravity environment. Further, they indicate that 
the control was governed by the heat transfer within the heat exchanger, Since the 
heat exchanger performance is forced-convection dominated, the thermal conditioning 
system should perform in zero-gravity as it did in one-gravity. 
Component Performance 
The thermal conditioning unit was instrumented to obtain some measure of the 
performance of each of its components. The data obtained from these measurements 
are presented and may be compared to the component design specifications presented 
in the System Design and Performance Requirements section. 
Expansion Unit. The operation of this unit was very consistent throughout the entire 
test program: When operating with gas at the inlet, it regulated to nominally 3 psia 
and with liquid to nominally 3.8  psia. Figure 52 shows a typical pressure history at 
the inlet to the vent side of the heat exchanger when liquid hydrogen is flowing into the 
expansion unit. The corresponding expanded fluid temperature at the inlet to the vent 
side of the heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 53 to be nominally 28"R which is the 
saturation temperature for 2 .6  psia. The predicted value of the temperature drop 
across the expansion unit is compared with the nominal test value in Fig. 54. 
When the system was operating in gas, the variation in expansion unit discharge 
pressure was less than with liquid. In a typical test, this pressure varied between 
2.97 and 3.01  psia. Thus, it must be concluded that this unit performed satisfactorily. 
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Fig. 54 Comparison Between Experimental and Predicted Temperature Drop 
in Expansion Unit 
Heat Exchanger Unit. The full capability of this unit may not have been determined 
during this program because tests were limited to those with liquid or  hydrogen vapor 
on the warm side. Both result in higher heat transfer coefficients than when helium 
is the warm-side fluid. 
However, when the thermal conditioning system was submerged in liquid, the heat 
exchanger invariably superheated the vent fluid to essentially the bulk propellant 
temperature. Figure 53 shows the vent-side fluid-exit temperature, as  well as the 
bulk fluid temperature at the system inlet for a typical and repeatable test condition. 
It is unlikely that any liquid was vented overboard in view of the superheat in the vented 
vapor. Thus, it seems certain that the unit will vaporize 1 . 7  lb/hr of liquid with 
hydrogen on the hot side, but its full capability is yet to be determined. 
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Mixer Unit. A s  described earlier, a series of tests were conducted with the thermal 
conditioning system completely submerged in liquid for the express purpose of 
establishing the mixer operating characteristics. Figure 55 shows the resulting 
power versus frequency and voltage. This can be combined with the calibration data 
presented earlier to  evaluate the mixer flow and head rise. 
' 
It will be recalled that the calibration data represents a loci of optimum operating 
conditions obtained in a test loop where flow and pressure loss could be controlled 
independently. However, in the thermal conditioning system the pressure drop in the 
system is a direct and dependent function of the flow rate, but for each flow there will 
be an optimum frequency-voltage setting, which will correspond to one of the optimum 
loci determined in the calibration tests. The experimental data presented earlier in 
Figs. 26 through 30 are tabulated in Table 15. These were used to generate the 
optimum performance map shown in Fig. 56. 
I 
1 
The data from Figs. 55 and 56 are  then cross-plotted a s  lines of constant power on 
Fig. 57. When thermal conditioning system data intercepts a like power curve from 
the optimum calibration data, it must then represent an optimum operating condition. 
The frequency and voltage at this intercept is then used to determine the corresponding 
flow rate and head rise from the calibration data. It can be seen that the intercepts 
occur at flow rates slightly above 5 .3  cfm for frequencies below 240 cps and for  
voltages below 23 v. These intercept voltage and frequencies result in a flow of 6 cfm, 
which is approximately 20 percent above the required warm-side flow rate through the 
heat exchanger when venting 1.4 lb/hr. These data also indicate that the pressure 
drop on the warm side is between 1 and 2 in. H 2 0  at 6 cfm. 
Solenoid Flow Control Unit. This unit controls the vent flow rate through the thermal 
conditioning system. 
AiResearch conducted calibration tests on this unit with air at ambient temperature 
and with helium at -320°F. An effective orifice area of 0.0054 sq in. was calculated 
from these data. Effective area for choked flow being given by 
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Fig. 56 Mixer Component Optimum Performance 
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With hydrogen vapor at  4 psi and 37"R, this area should provide a flow rate of 2.2 l b b .  
Lockheed conducted an independent calibration of the valve using both ambient hydrogen 
and helium gas. These tests gave an effective area of 0.0053 sq in. which confirms 
the AiResearch tests. 
However, the Brooks flowmeter used to measure vent flow rates indicated flows be- 
tween l. 5 and l. 7 lb/hr, which suggested the possibility that the solenoid valve was 
not choked during the tank tests. It should be noted here that a long run of piping is 
used between the solenoid valve and the vent flow vacuum pump which, when connected 
to the vacuum, can choke in the line and unchoke the valve. 
Therefore, additional flow data were obtained with the actual test ducting attached to 
the solenoid valve discharge port. The top- and side-mounted ducting resistances 
were different with 2 f t  of 1/4-in. tubing between the valve and the tank access cover 
for the top mount and 10 f t  for the side mount. The external ducting was identical for 
both orientations. 
Al l  the calibration is shown in Fig. 58, which shows a shift to lower flow rates for a 
fixed inlet pressure, with added resistance attached to the valve. The shift to  the left 
indicates that the choke point has moved into the duct downstream of the valve. Also 
shown in Fig. 58 is the flow rate as measured with the Brooks flowmeter. The 
performance analysis presented earlier utilized the Brooks flowmeter data. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A number of very significant conclusions can be drawn from the work accomplished to 
date on this program. The most significant of these may be summarized as follows: 
(1) The most general conclusion, is that the liquid propellant thermal condition- 
ing system as  formulated, designed, built, and tested in this program 
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Fig. 58 Solenoid Valve Flow Calibration Data 
controls the pressure level of a full-scale liquid hydrogen tank efficiently 
and is equally effective whether the unit is immersed in gas or submerged 
in liquid hydrogen. 
The unit controls the tank pressure effectively and with no discernible 
differences whether its mixer unit discharges in the direction of the one-g 
gravitational force o r  perpendicular to it. 
Performance of the individual components comprising the thermal conditioning 
unit was very close to their design performance. 
The overall performance of the unit in its ability to control the tank pressure 
in a one-g gravity environment is approximately predicted by a quasi steady- 
state thermodynamic theory based upon a nonstratified propellant within the 
tank. Explanations of the divergences of this theory from experimental 
observations will require additional testing and instrumentation. 
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(5) Lastly, the test results indicate that tank pressure control is basically 
governed by the rate of heat transfer within the heat exchanger. Since the 
heat exchanger is force convection dominated, the thermal conditioning 
system should be expected to perform in zero-gravity as it did in one- 
gravity. Inasmuch as the system controls the tank pressure effectively 
and with no discernible differences whether its mixer unit discharges in 
the direction of the 1-g gravitational force or perpendicular to it; and 
inasmuch as the mixer unit discharge velocity is 10 times the theoretical 
minimum requirement and 5 times the zero-gravity test data requirement 
for adequate propellant mixing in the tank, the thermal conditioning system 
should be expected to perform in zero-gravity as it did in 1-g. However, 
positive confirmation of such a conclusion can only come from space flight 
demonstration of the unit in a liquid hydrogen tankage system. 
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A 
As 
CA 
ET 
gC 
m 
P 
0 
P 
QO 
R 
T 
V 
g 
W 
77 
7 a 
A 
Y 
P 
g 
e P 
W 
2 solenoid valve throat area, in. 
liquid-vapor interface area, ft2 
effective throat area, in, 2 
total energy into the propellant tank, Btu 
2 gravitational constant, ft/sec 
flow rate of the vent fluid, lb/hr 
mixer power, w 
propellant pressure, psia 
propellant heating rate, Btu/hr 
gas constant, ft-lb/lb-"R 
fluid temperature, OR 
ullage volume, ft3 
total wei@t of fluid in the propellant tank, lb 
rate of tank pressure change when not venting, psi/sec 
rate of tank pressure change when lpeb venting, psi/sec 
total number of pressure cycles 
vent time for each tank pressure cycle, hr  
total tank pressure cycle time, hr  
enthalpy change of vented fluid, Btu/lb 
ratio of specific heats 
gas density, lb/ft3 
liquid density, lb/ft3 
fluid flow rate, lb/hr 
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Appendix A 
VAPOR BUBBLE CONDENSATION THEORY 
The classical theories of vapor condensation such as  the works of Nusselt deal with 
streamline flow where the condensate is removed by gravitational forces. A theory 
of vapor condensation developed by Sterbentz and Bullard is presented herein which 
is applicable in a streamline flow in zero-gravity fields. 
Consider a cooler liquid flowing with velocity uo passing over a warmer, saturated 
pure vapor in the absence of gravity. Some vapor condensation occurs on the moving 
stream vapor/liquid interface. As a consequence, a condensate film of thickness y 
is deposited and flows along with the free stream. In a streamline flow, this condensate 
film will remain intact, having a laminar velocity profile. 
VAPOR /VAPOR/L 
CONDENSATE F I L M  J- 
A-1 
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The heat transferred by conduction only across an element of the condensate film 
having a local thickness of y is described by the following equation: 
dQ = @) AT dA = P ) A T  (b)dz = hy AT @)dz 
This quantity of transferred heat is also equal to the condensation heat contained 
within the condensate film; therefore 
k) AT @)dz = Xdwz 
For the entire length L of the vapor pocket, by definition, 
Combining equations (A. 2) and (A. 3) to eliminate AT, which is assumed constant, gives i 
hm L dwz 
- kQ - -  
Y w dz 
The local mass flow in the condensate layer is given by 
w = p~ i i b y  
Z 
Eliminating y from Eqs. (A. 4) and (A. 5) yields 
= kp pp Zb dz 
A-2 
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Integrating Eq. (A. 6) from 0 to L and 0 to w and assuming that the uo and 
therefore 5 is constant yields 
ka pt lib = hm (VI/%) 
Eliminating w from Eqs. (A. 3) and (11.7) gives 
2 kp pl X T i  
- 
h: - L AT 
Equation (A, 8) can be rewritten in terms of constant free-stream velocity. Therefore, 
1/24 
kt PQ uo 
hm = [  L A T  
Consistent with the assumption of streamline flow, the term G/uo will have a fixed 
value of 0.625. Substituting this value into Eq. (A. 9) gives the desired equation for 
the streamline flow forced convection heat transfer coefficient 
across a vapor-liquid interface in a zero-gravity field. 
In terms of the Nusselt and Reynolds number, Eq. (A. 10) may be written as  
n 
A-3 
(A, 10) 
(A. 11) 
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or 
2 NRNP ( N  ) = 1.245 -
NA N 
(A. 12) 
Equation (A. 12) defines a dimensionless number which relates the significant physical 
factors controlling the condensation of vapor upon a moving cooler liquid stream in 
zero gravity. 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
A 
AT 
surface area of liquid/vapor interface, f t2  
temperature difference between liquid and vapor, O R 
cP 
L 
NN 
NP 
NR 
NA 
Q 
b 
hm 
h 
kQ 
Y 
liquid specsic heat, Btup R-lb 
length of the vapor pocket, f t  
Nusselt number (h, L/kQ ) 
prandtl number (pp cp/kQ ) 
Reynolds number ( pQ uo L/pa ) 
Zero-gravity condensation number ( C AT/A) 
heat transfer by conduction across the liquid/vapor interface, Btu/sec 
P 
linear dimension of the vapor pocket normal to L , ft 
average condensation heat transfer coefficient, Btu/sec-ft2-o R 
local heat transfer coefficient, Btu/sec-ft2-' R 
thermal conductivity of the liquid, Btu/sec-ft-" R 
- u 
u liquid freestream velocity, ft/sec 
w condensation rate, lb/sec 
y condensate film thickness, f t  
average velocity in condensate film, ft/sec 
0 
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a 
z condensate film length, ft 
h heat of vaporization, Btu/lb 
liquid viscosity 
liquid density, lb/ft3 
PQ 
PQ 
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Appendix B 
JET PENETRATION THEORY 
A theory of jet penetration - either a liquid jet penetrating through a vapor volume or 
a vapor jet penetrating through a liquid volume - developed by Sterbentz and Bullard 
is presented herein which is applicable in zero-gravity fields. Consider a tank con- 
taining both liquid and vapor in a zero-gravity field. Assume the emission of a steady 
jet of liquid or  vapor from a circular jet nozzle at one end of the tank toward the other 
end. Assume also that the vapor condensation is negligible. 
MIXER 
UNIT 
In a zero-g environment, only inertial and viscous forces act on the jet, say liquid, 
while flowing through the liquid in the tank. If this liquid jet, however, encounters 
a vapor bubble, the free surface of the bubble will be distorted by the jet dynamic 
forces which are opposed by the liquid/vapor surface-tension forces. If these dynamic 
forces are large enough, the liquid jet will break through the bubble. A free-body 
B-1 
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diagram of the deflected portion of the liquid/vapor surface is shown in the sketch. 
The jet inertial force causing jet penetration of the bubble is given by 
2 F = A p U  = -  I x x  4 p x  
The opposing surface tension force is given by 
Fa = T d  [T 
X 
For bubble breakthrough by the jet, the following condition must be satisfied 
2 2  
- FI > P U X d X  
F0 40  d, 
Therefore, a critical condition can be defined when F, = F- and Eq. 
I 0 
(B.3) yields ' 
This critical Weber number is based upon local condit,ms at the iqu-l/vapor interface. 
To relate these local conditions to the jet at its point of emission into the tank, consider 
the following derivation. Conservation of jet momentum gives 
2 P. A + pA.U2 = PxAx + pAxUx 
3 x  3 3  
In a large tank, in a zero-g environment, the pressure can be assumed to be uniform 
throughout, i.e., P. = P The momentum equation (B.5) reduces to 3 x '  
B -2 
b- 
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A.U2.  = A 3 3 3  x x  
Substituting this into the expression for critical Weber number Eq. (B. 4), we get for 
a critical jet Weber number at the jet nozzle 
we j cr = w e  c r  (+) 
If we now assume that the jet spreads at a constant angle 8 ,  then 
X 
d 
- -  X - 1 + tan8 d 
j j 
Therefore, combining Eqs. (B.4) , (B. 7) , and (B. 8) 
The theoretical analysis of a submerged circular jet predicts that 0 = 9 deg , which 
results in the following equation for critical jet Weber number: 
2 
PU. d- 
W = = 4 
ejcr 
Therefore, the critical o r  minimum value of the jet Weber number required to cause 
a jet of liquid emitted into a tank at one end of the tank to penetrate all intervening 
vapor bubbles and to strike the opposite wall of the tank is given by Eq. (B. 11) by 
setting x = H. Thus, 
B -3 
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h 
2 pU. d. 
= 2 = 4 
(T 
W 
ejcr 
(B. 11) 
The critical Weber number of a vapor jet to penetrate a liquid surface is also given 
by Eq. (B. 11) when the properties of the vapor jet are used. 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
AX 
H 
P. 
J 
pX 
uX 
Weer 
j 
U 
W 
ejcr 
dj  
dX 
X 
9 
P 
(T 
2 flow area of jet at x , f t  
distance from jet nozzle to the opposite tank wall, f t  
static pressure at jet nozzle, psfa 
static pressure at x , psfa 
velocity at jet nozzle, ft/sec 
jet velocity at x , ft/sec 
critical Weber number at liquid/vapor interface 
critical Weber number at jet nozzle 
nozzle jet diameter, Et 
width of jet at x , f t  
distance from jet nozzle to the liquidhapor interface , ft 
jet spreading angle, deg 
2 4  jet density, lb-sec /ft 
surface tension, lb/ft 
s 
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Appendix C 
PRESSURE DECAY WITH CONTINUOUS EQUILIBRIUM 
Venting from a tank of LH2 while in thermodynamic equilibrium can be described as 
follows in terms of the rate of tank pressure decay, dP/dO . 
The total energy content Q of the liquid and gas in the tank may be expressed as 
Q = C WQT + C W T m C  WT 
PQ pg g g PQ 
The approximation is valid if C Wl >> C W and T = TQ . The rate of change 
g g of Q with e is given by pQ pg 
p 
dT dW @ = C  W - + C  T -  
de de de PQ PQ 
Also 
9 = Q~ + E ~ -  moA de 
Note that 
= m  dW de 0 
-
Combining the mass and energy balance gives 
C W -  dT = Q o + E M - m o A  
de PQ 
Also, 
c-1 
(C.3) . 
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Then, 
o r  
For liquid hydrogen, (dT/dp)Q 
Therefore 
1/3 when 15 < p < 30 and CpQ M 2 . 6  . 
1 15 
*,A W (QO+ EM - mo de 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
C 
P 
EM 
m 
P 
0 
QO 
T 
W 
6 
h 
specific heat, Btu/lb-O R 
energy input to mixer, Btu/hr 
gas vent rate, lb/hr 
tank pressure, psia 
external heat leak into the tank, Btu/hr 
liquid and gas temperature in tank, OR 
weight of liquid and gas in tank, lb 
time, hr  
heat of vaporization, Btu/lb 
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